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Reviewer’s report:

Major Compulsory
a) The authors do not state how they recruited medical students. In general pharmacist, dentist, nursery etc. are usually classified as medical students. The author should clarify if medical students’ stands for those registered at the faculty of medicine.
b) In general, this paper needs to be proof read by native speaking individual. There are some gramatical mistakes and some statement are too long missing comma’s.
c) Authors should enrich their discussion by comparing their study outcome with others performed recently in countries were antibiotics prescription is misused as a result of government relaxing regulation, such as the recent study performed by suaisfan et. al. and Shehadeh et. al in Jordan.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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